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Introduction

I What are the barriers to small and medium-sized firm success in
developing countries?

I Insofar as aggregate growth is driven by growth in the private sector, perhaps
the most important question in development

I Range spanned by other African countries – some with a dynamic private
sector, others with little beyond-subsistence private sector activity –
demonstrates the stakes for countries with a nascent private sector such as
Liberia

I Three candidate explanations:

I Information frictions (Allen, 2012; Jensen, 2012)

I Informality (De Soto, 1989; Farrell, 2004; Lewis, 1954; Harris-Todaro,
1970; La Porta and Shleifer, 2014)

I Linkages, esp. in natural resource-intensive economies (Acemoglu et
al., various papers; Jones, 2011, 2013)
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Introduction

I Ongoing projects presented here focus on Liberia

I After end of the second civil war, Liberian GDP has grown by on
average 11% per year, more than a doubling between 2005 and 2012

I FDI high, with net inflows 78% of GDP in 2012. Esp. in extractive
industries

I Industry accounted for 16.4% of value added in 2012

I Liberia still ranks low in WB’s Ease of Doing Business indicators
(144th), but steady improvement in environment for MSMEs through
reforms

I Most registered firms are small and operate in or around Monrovia
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Theme 1: Information frictions

I IGC-funded pilot project “Determinants and Consequences of Firm
Success in Liberia” – correlational exploration

I Pilot-project relies on data from non-profit Building Markets (BM)

I BM facilitates contracts between large buyers (e.g. MNCs, government
agencies) and local suppliers in Liberia (and other developing countries)

I Starting point is the online BM-portal - the “Yellow Pages” of small
suppliers, created by periodically visiting all registered (!) small firms to
verify their existence and capabilities

I In addition, BM facilitates contracts through (1) the Tender Distribution
Service, (2) lists of suggested suppliers given to interested large buyers, (3)
match-making events, and (4) training suppliers, e.g. in procurement
procedures of buyers and how to write a bid

I All BM’s activities intended to address information frictions – frictions that
prevent buyers and sellers that would otherwise engage in growth-enhancing
trade from “finding each other”
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Table 1 : Winning contracts and use of Building Markets’ services

Self-reported contract1 BM-facilitated contract2

Yes No Diff Yes No Diff

Proposed in MM report3 0.11 0.06 −0.05*** 0.29 0.06 −0.22***
[0.32] [0.24] (0.02) [0.45] [0.25] (0.05)

Training from BM4 0.07 0.05 −0.02* 0.23 0.04 −0.19***
[0.25] [0.21] (0.01) [0.42] [0.20] (0.04)

SMS/email about tender5 0.64 0.42 −0.22*** 0.81 0.46 −0.36***
[0.48] [0.49] (0.03) [0.39] [0.50] (0.05)

Responding to tender 6 0.67 0.27 −0.40*** 0.85 0.40 −0.45***
[0.47] [0.45] (0.05) [0.37] [0.49] (0.07)

Observations 526 1399 101 1824

* p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01
Mean variables and differences; sd in square brackets; se of difference in parentheses; p-values for difference
1 Dummy for reporting one or more clients
2 Dummy for having won a contract facilitated by BM
3 Dummy for being proposed as a supplier by BM in an match-making report
4 Dummy for having attended training with BM
5 Dummy for having received an SMS or an e-mail about a tender from BM
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I Findings suggest increased “visibility” may help MSMEs win contracts

I Analysis also shows MSMEs that win contracts hire more employees
and expand more rapidly

I But interpret with caution - correlations only

I Currently planning a randomized-controlled trial (RCT) in
collaboration with Liberian Ministry of Commerce and Industry
(MoCI) and BM to investigate further

I Construct sample of (formal and informal) MSMEs across zones of Monrovia

I Treat a randomly chosen subset of MSMEs in each zone with visibility and
access-to-large-buyers -enhancing training (accounting, bidding, etc) through
BM and newly created MoCI “Small Businesses Bureau”

I Measure outcomes (e.g. profits, #employees, etc) before+after “treatment”
(data from BM, Liberia’s statistical institute (LISGIS) and surveys), for
treated firms and their competitors
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Theme 2: Informality

I Three theories of how operating informally affects MSMEs and role of
informal firms in the economy. Informal firms as

I Entrepreneurs-in-waiting, constrained by regulations / costs of formality
I “Parasites” competing unfairly with formal firms
I A dual economy of firms that would not benefit from going formal

I In RCT with MoCI, will also (a) vary costs and benefits of informality
and (b) study consequences of formalization

I A formalization drive will provide information to a randomly chosen
subset of firms in each zone on

I A new “25% local” government procurement law

I That formalization gives firms opportunity to “become visible” to buyers
(accounting and bid-training, BM-portal, etc)

I That formalization gives firms opportunity to access services such as bank
loans, importing and exporting, etc
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I In addition to varying “carrots” for formalizing, will vary “sticks” by
focusing MoCI firm inspections on randomly chosen areas

I Project will inform (a) what factors drive decision to operate
informally

I and (b) what the impact of going formal is on

I firm itself (e.g. profits, #employees, etc)

I competing firms

I “the government” (e.g. taxes paid by small firms, etc)
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Theme 3: Linkages

I Input-output “structure” of the economy – e.g. whether different
sectors supply each other (or instead import), how many local trade
partners firms have, etc – may have important implications for
economic growth and how shocks spread through the network of firms

I (Lack of) linkages a particular concern in natural-resource intensive
economies – “enclaves”, etc

I In this analysis, will use administrative and BM data from Liberia and
an event-study methodology to study effect on (a) (pre-existing)
suppliers and (b) their competitors, of a firm

I Winning a natural resource concession

I Starting to export

I Winning a contract (to itself supply another Liberian firm)

I Example of (very) preliminary findings:
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I More findings to follow next year!

I Thanks for your attention
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